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ABSTRACT
The present research is aimed at tracing the implementation of multilingualism in higher education
institutions of Europe. In the first part of the article such notions as globalization,
internationalization, multilingualism and educational management have been defined. The practical
part of the paper deals with the description of the peculiarities of multilingualism implementation
in the leading European universities, which have been selected according to the rankings compiled
by the Times Higher Education. The research has been conducted on the information materials that
the official web-sites of the selected European universities contain. To achieve the aim of the
research, several general scientific methods have been applied. When tracing the peculiarities of
multilingualism implementation in practice, we have taken into account several criteria, such as the
principles of academic mobility for faculty and students and the principles of international
cooperation, opportunities for foreign language learning, and the existence of permanent courses in
foreign languages. We have come to the conclusion that a multilingual component is being
successfully implemented in all the European institutions of higher education selected for the
present paper.
Key words: globalization, internationalization, multilingualism, educational management.
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study as an obligatory course or an optional

curriculum for the bachelor's degree lasts 3
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train interpreters. The students of these schools
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specialize in at leasttwo foreign languages, one

linguistics lasts 4 years and completes with the

of which is their main. According to experts, the

diploma of two languages- English and another
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oriented compared to the curriculum that is

Students who want to teach foreign languages
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should then undergo special professional teacher

of
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Efforts of recent years with the introduction

training. In the Netherlands training program

of new university courses that would combine

lasts 4 years. In Germany, the study alsolasts 4

language learning with scientific, economic,

years and completes with a Master's Degree or

legal educational courses for a double degree of

passing state exams (Level, equivalent to a

specialization have been made. However, such

bachelor's degree does not exist). The curriculum

efforts so far are not very successful.

is divided into"Basic" and "Main" stages. A

In universities there also work language

similar model of training is on in Hungary.

centers. Language centers, or as they are called –

The task of creating a European Higher

institutions - offer foreign languages to students

Education Space increased attention to the

of the university, faculty and employees of

problem of foreign language education in the

universities.

multilingual European context. The practice of

Studying the experience of teaching and

its realisation in higher education is recognized

learning foreign languages in higher education in

as

European countries shows that the differences

implementation is mostly linked to the training

are primarily related to the length of courses and

of linguists cannot provide a solution to urgent

names of specialties. In England and Wales

needs of students and society in general.
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European experts and researchers in the field of

institutions) have an important role in the system

foreign language education believe that the

of

socio- political and economic factors present

opportunities in the field of language learning;

lifelong

learning

and

offer

attractive

demand of the program of measures that could

- Increasing importance of language learning

promote a truly multilingual and multicultural

for special purposes, taking into account the

Europe, a significant role in which must be

conditions of immediate needs of students;

played by higher education establishments in

- Development and promotion of foreign

terms of improving acquisition of foreign

language self-study;

languages by students [Williams, 2012, p. 61].

-

Development

of

advanced

training

Such a program must presuppose:

materials for different educational levels. It is

- Creation of a flexible curriculum in which

important to attract new technological resources

students would be able to specialize in one or two

(Internet network distance learning programs).

foreign languages in combination with studying

All higher education institutions must have

technical, economic or legal expertise. So we are

modern equipped resource centers and centers of

to orient on the development of the introduction

individualized learning. Other activities to

of degree diplomas with dual specialization

encourage learning outside the classroom include

(Foreign Language + Economy/ + Law/ +

the round tables and seminars on topics

Medicine / + Politicalscience, etc);

concerning the culture of the people whose

- Emphasizing the practical benefits of

language

is

being

studied,

books/music

owninga foreign languages, identify needs of

presentations, movie displays followed by

students and society. There is an urgent need for

discussion, the organization of foreign language

analysis, identifying strengths and weaknesses

clubs, lectures, foreign languages fairs and more.

existing in training programs to develop

Students should be directly involved in such

measures to improve them. More importance of

activities. They must be true organizers who

quality control in training and education is to be

assist teachers only;

provided, since the implementation task to create

- Training of teachers ready to change

a common European Higher Education Area

learning

requires

of

newtechnology, changes in the educational

adaptation of educational courses to the needs of

process, the theoretical and practical innovations,

the changing;

implement new approaches and methods of

constant

support,supervision

- Offering foreign language at least as an

environment

to

introduce

learning;

optional course of study in most educational

- Competitive multilingual training of

areas;

foreign language teachers willing to teach at least

- Consideration of the process of lifelong

two foreign languages. On the one hand, for

language learning as post-secondary educational

European universities it is traditional, on the

institutions

other hand - it is a' subjective condition for

(including

higher

education
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suggests real interest of institutions of Europe

- Ensuring teachers exchange programs.

and the European Union in problems of foreign

There is a particular need to establish close bonds

education in multilingual context. In higher

between teachers of foreign languages at various

education, yet there was no fundamental change

educational levels. Exchange Programs should

in the quality of European training in foreign

be based on adequate funding. This activity

languages. However significant changes are

would benefit from support of international

noticeable at introduction of projects with the

organizations such as the French Alliance,

implementation of educational degrees with dual

British Council, Goethe Institute and others. It is

specialization, diversified opportunities for

stressed that concrete action has to be taken by

language learning in educational institutions.

the European Union, taking care of: financial

However, there are the problems that hammer

support, timetable development, teacher training

linguistic diversity posing threat in connection

programs, developing educational resources and

with prevalence of English as a foreign language

more.This activity should be done regularly and

in higher education. The solutionof the problem

consistently, which will provide specific effects.

lies in establishing the program of action to make

Research

foreign language education truly multilingual.

projects

conducted

under

the

supervision of the European Union, justify
thatteachers from different countries should be
well informed about European initiatives and
projects andbe able to be involved in them and
feel as subjects of the process;
- Educational

materials

should allow

students to study other subjects using the
manuals in foreign languages;
- it is appropriate to conduct research and
pilot projects, the results of which should
betaken into account in the formulation of
national (in each country) and ethnic policy in
this area;
-

Any

innovations

must

be

clearly

considered and funded, the discussion should
involve teachers, students, members of the
publicity, educators - they all have to receive
relevant information [Williams, 2012, p. 61].
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West-European

countries
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